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We consider the Cauchy problem for the equation 
Ut = w>1m (1) 
in the half-plane S = {(x, t): x E R’, 0 < t < cc} with initial condition 
u(x, 0) = uo(x). (2) 
We will assume that the function +(u) is defined and continuous for u 2 0, 
4(u) > 0, and 4’(u) > 0 for u > 0, and #(O) = 0, d’(O) 3 0. Eq. (1) arises 
in investigations of heat conduction when the thermal conductivity is a 
function of temperature. In addition, it describes the density in the filtration 
of a gas through a porous medium. 
It is well-known that if 4’(O) = 0 the Cauchy problem for Eq. (1) need not 
have a classical solution. The existence and uniqueness of a bounded 
generalized solution to problem (l), (2) has been proven by Oleinik, 
Kalashnikov, and Chzou [8]. Aronson [l-3] and Kalashnikov [5, 61 have 
studied certain properties of these solutions. 
The aim of this paper is to establish certain estimates for generalized 
solutions of the Cauchy problem. These estimates may be utilized in inves- 
tigating the behavior of the solution as t + cc [7]. 
DEFINITION. A function U(X, t) defined in S is called a generalized 
solution of the Cauchy problem (I), (2) in S if: 
(i) u(x, t) is bounded, continuous and non-negative in S; 
(ii) the generalized derivative [$(u)]~ exists and is bounded; 
(iii) for any continuously differentiable function f(~, t) with compact 
SUPPOC 
jjs M - P(4lzfz~ dx dt + j-1 u&)~(x> 0)dx = 0. (3) 
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The existence of a solution is proven in [8] under the following assumptions: 
(a) The function u,,(x) is continuous, 0 < u(xs) < M, +[us(~)] satisfies 
a Lipschitz condition for --cc < x < 00. 
(b) In a domain 0 < u < A? (fi > M), the function $(u) has con- 
tinuous derivatives up to order 6, which are bounded in any closed domain 
0 < m < u < J?, Vm (This assumption may be weakened). 
(c) +(u)-+ccasu-+cO. 
(4 W and +‘( 1 u are bounded in the domain 0 < u < A?l. 
We assume throughout that conditions (a)-(d) are satisfied. Consequently, 
problem (l), (2) has a solution in the half-plane S. 
The main result of this paper is stated in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let u(x, t) be a generalized solution of Eq. (1) satisfying 
condition (2). Let 
.r 
m 
uo(x) dx = E < 00. (4) --m 
Then for all T > 0 
(5) 
where the constant c depends on E, T and K = maxUs,[$(u)/u]. 
Remurk 1. In the special case $(u) = u, Eq. (1) becomes 
Ut = u,, . 
The estimate (5) in this case may be obtained easily from the Poisson 
integral formula and Young’s inequality, 
1 m u(xf t) = .&+/2 s exp[--(x - kY2/4tl ~~(5) d-5 --oo 
and 
u2(x, t) dx dt < [E2(T)1/2/(2m)1/2]. 
We mention a few properties of generalized solutions. 
It is proven in [8] that at all points of S where u(x, t) > 0, the derivatives 
of u(x, t) appearing in the equation exist and are continuous, and the function 
u(x, t) satisfies the equation in the classical sense. It is also proven there that 
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the solution is a monotone function of the initial values: If ul(x, t) and 
us@, t) are generalized solutions of Eq. (l), then: 
Ul(X, 0) < U2(% 0) implies Ul(X, t) < u2(x, 4. (6) 
In particular, if u,(x, t) = M = supR1 ui(x, 0), then 
ul(x, 4 < M. (7) 
Kalashnikov [S, Lemma 21 has proven that if u(x,, , t,) > 0, then u(xO, t) > 0 
for all t > t, . (As a matter of fact, the equation considered in [5] is ut = 
(Z),, , but the proof carries over without change to the general case.) Hence, 
it follows that 
if u(x, 0) > 0, Vx E R1, then u(x, t) > 0 
and therefore u(x, t) is a classical solution of Eq. (1). 
in R’, (8) 
LEMMA 1. Assume that 0 < uO(x) < M < 00 and 
I dM%)l - dM%)lI d L I Xl - x2 I Vx, , x2 E R1. 
Then the generalized solution u(x, t) of problem (l), (2) is the limit of a monotone 
decreasing sequence of solutions uE(x, t) as E + 0. The function uf(x, t) is positive 
in S and is therefore a classical solution of Eq. (1). Moreover, u’(x, t) < M + 1. 
Proof. Let u,,<(x) (e > 0) be a monotone decreasing sequence of positive 
smooth functions converging uniformly to u&x) as E + 0. This sequence 
may be chosen so that 
q,+) d M + 1 and I 4h,Wlldx I d L + 1. (9) 
Let uE(x, t) be a solution of Eq. (1) satisfying the initial condition 
uqx, 0) = #d(X). 
It follows from (8) that u’(x, t) > 0 in S. By (4), 
uyx, t) < zP(X, t) if fi < c2 . 
Consequently, at each point (x, t) E S, lim,,, P(X, t) = fi(x, t) exists. 
It is clear that 0 < G(x, t) < M + 1. As proved in [8], it follows from (9) that 
I Wf(x, t)lPx I < Ll (10) 
where the constant L, depends on L and M. From (10) it follows that there 
exists a bounded generalized derivative [+(12)‘j1: (see [9]) and a subsequence 
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[+(P’)], which converges weakly to [+(C)lZ in any bounded domain in S. 
Since each of the functions u”(x, t) is a solution of Eq. (l), it follows that 
s, j-W% - [4W1Jzl dx dt + siO $,Yx)~(x, 0)dx = 0 -co 
for any continuously differentiable function f(x, t) with compact support. 
Letting l i + 0 in this equality, we see that the integral identity (3) is valid 
for 2?. The continuity of C(x, t) in s is proven in the same way as the corre- 
sponding fact, in the proof of the existence theorem in [8]. Thus tz is a 
generalized solution of problem (I), (2). It follows from the uniqueness 
theorem [8] that u = ii = lim usi. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. It follows from (10) that +[u(x, t,)], us a function of one 
variable x, has a bounded generalized derivative. 
Remark 2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, if we also assume that 
s Oc uo(x) 4[uo(x)I dx G co > --m 
then the sequence u,,~(x) constructed in the proof may be so chosen that 
.r 
m 
uo’$(uo’) dx < c0 + 1. 
--m 
Remurk 3. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, if we also assume that 
J_“, uo(x) dx < c, then the sequence uoF(x) constructed in the proof may be 
so chosen that 
s 
m uoE(x)dx<c+l. 
-co 
To derive further estimates, we use a function 7(x) with the following 
properties: 7(x) E Ca(R1), 0 < 7(x) < 1, 7'(x) < v(~(x))'/~, where v is a 
constant, and 7(x) = 1 for / x 1 < 8, 7(x) = 0 for ) x j 3 1. It is easy to see 
that a function with these properties exists. Let /.L = max 1 7"(x)\. NOW 
consider 7.(x) = 7(x/a) (a > 1). We have 
17a'(4 = ; / 7' (:)I G f [7&w", 17: I < f (11) 
77,(x) = 1 for 1 x / < 042, 7&) = 0 for 1 x 1 > a, 
0 ,< 7&) < 1, Vx E RI. (12) 
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Set St,.t, = {(x, t): x E Ri, ti < t < ts}. In this notation, S = S,,,, . We 
also set 
Since d’(u) > 0 for u > 0, we have 
(13) 
We now prove the following assertion. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that u(x, t) is a generalized solution of Eq. (1) in the 
half-plane S and u(x, t) < M. Let 
f 
m 
u,,(x) +[uo(x)l dx d co < ~0. (14) 
--m 
Then 
j. s (Ce)2 dx dt < cl (15) 
(16) 
where the constants c, and c2 depend only on c, . 
Proof. By Lemma 1 and Remark 2, it will suffice to prove the lemma for 
the case uo(x) > 0. In that case, it follows from (8) that u(x, t) > 0, and thus, 
the derivatives of 21(x, t) appearing in the equation exist and are continuous. 
Fix T > 0. Multiply Eq. (1) by b(u) am, where 01 is, for the moment, 
arbitrary. Integrating the resulting equality over the strip So,, , we obtain 
jj u&4 7a dx dt = jj hzzh, dx dt. so,, SO,, 
Using the function #(u), we can rewrite the integral on the left of (17) as 
jjso 7 bb(~)ltvx d dt = j-1 QWX, 917, dx - j-1 tQ4x, O)] 7ry dx. 
Integrating by parts on the right of (17), we obtain 
(17) 
jjso T L547ol dx dt = -jjs, I hJ27a dx dt - js, 7 M7cx’ dx dt. 
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Using this expression, we rewrite (17) as 
Both terms on the left of (18) are non-negative. We now estimate the right- 
hand side. It follows from (13) and condition (14) that for any 01 > 1: 
Next, using (11) and (12), we get 
where 
We now choose clo so that 
cp$(M) X42+/2 < 1. 
It then follows from (19-00) that for all OL > (Ye: 
44 < co + [+)11’2 
and so 
I(a) < Cl = [(coy + 11”. 
Letting 01+ 00 in this inequality, we obtain 
ss GM2 dx dtG~1. t-211 s 0.7 
Hence, since c, is independent of 7, we get (15). The estimate (16) follows 
from (18) and (21). 
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LEMMA 3. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2, for any T > 0: 
I -1 MJ2 dx lt=s G 4~) (22) 
$44 G (CP + W’(41 +I s,,, (23) 
and 
where c2(r), c~(T), and cq(T) depend only on 7 and c0 . 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2, it will suffice to consider the case 
24()(x) > 0. 
Since by (21): 
it follows that there exists h E (0, T) such that 
Now consider the solution u(x, t) in the strip S,,, , where T 3 T. Multiply 
Eq. (1) by C#+Q and integrate the resulting equality over S,,, . Integration 
by parts gives 
The existence of all the derivatives appearing in this equality follows from 
the properties of generalized solutions at points for which u > 0. 
Denote the integral on the left of (26) by I,(a) and the integrals on the 
right of (26) by 12(01) and ~&CC), respectively. Thus, equality (26) becomes 
It is clear that 
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Next, using (11) and (15), we obtain 
Vd412 G jjsh T hJ2 dx dt x js, T (+t~‘)~ dxdt 
<Cl< a ss (M2rl, dx dt = cl f jj 4’(4 +&~a dx dt 
%,T %,T 
Let 01~ be so large that cr(~“/%“) max,GM $(Y) < 1. Then for all OL 3 010: 
I wdl G Mw2* (27) 
From (26’), (25), and (27), we have 
4(4 + W jm W”T. dx LT G U/W,/d + MW2 (28) --m 
and 
Consequently, 
I,(a) < [l + (c,)‘/a(2T)-i/s]s 
It follows from (28) and (29) that 
s 
m 
--m ($o)2~, dx Ita < C&T) = (cl/T) + 2 + [(%)/+2 k’a 3 010 - 
Hence, setting T = 7 and letting OL --+ CO, we get inequality (22). 
We now prove (23). To this end, consider U(X, T), x E R1. Let ‘p be an 
arbitrary real number. By (16) and (22), 
s 
o+l 
4(u) dx Lr < ~2 3 Vp E R’. (30) D I” ($x)2 dx It=7 < Ca(T) 
Hence, 
+[U(X> T)] 2 db(xo 9 T)l - (C, 1 X - xo l)1’2 
and therefore 
V% 7 x0 E h P + 11 
$[f& T)] 3 MD - (C&2 v&x E [P, P + 11 
where M, = max,E[,,,+ll $[u(x, T)]. There are two possible cases: 
(a) MO < (c2Y2, 
(b) M, > (c#/~. 
(31) 
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In case (b), it follows from (31) that 
and therefore 
$b(x, 41 b w-lv% - M1’21> VXE[f,f + 11. 
Hence, by (30), 
#{+-l[M,, - (c$‘~]> d j-“’ ~[~(x, 41 dx d ~2 . P 
By the monotonicity of the functions d(u) and 4(u), this inequality implies that 
J% d w2 + 4WWl~ 
Combining cases (a) and (b), we now see that for all p E R1 
%I G (c2Y2 + awzK 
and so, finally, 
$44X? 4) G (c2Y2 + 95W-‘(c2)1 Vx E R1. 
Estimate (23) now follows from (7). 
From (29), letting 01--f co and T--f co, we obtain (24). This completes 
the proof. 
Below, 11 Ijo will denote the norm in the space L,(Q). Let T > 0 be an 
arbitrary but fixed number. We set 
and 
s2, = {(x, t): 1 x 1 < a, 0 < t < T} 
52,, = {(x’, t): 1 x - x’ I < ,6,0 < t < T}. 
To prove Theorem 1, we need the following auxiliary proposition. 
LEMMA 4. Let a(x, t), F(x, t) E Cl(s) and a(x, t) > 0 in s. Let x(x, t) 
sutisfr the equation 
a?m + [(l/a) &I = Q, t) (32) 
in s2, and the conditions 
z(x, T) = 0, /XI <a 
+t% t) = 0, O<t,<T. 
(33) 
S’Sbb4 
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j:m [ ax:; t, I2 dx d jjF II:, Vt E [0, I’] 
(34) 
(35) 
and for any /3 E (0, OL), 
I 4% O)l d P2 II F I/a, + j II F 1152, II a IIR,,B * (36) 
Proof. Square Eq. (32) and integrate the resulting equality over the 
rectangle (T < t < T, --LY < x < CX). This yields 
T a ss T a: F2 dx dt = s.i T a a2.z& dx dt + (l/u”) zt2 dx dt 7 -a 7 --01 SI 7 -a 
2z,,zt dx dt. (37) 
Using conditions (33), we get 
T w ss 22,~~ dx dt = - (38) 7 -a j’ j’ (L’/t?t)(~,)~ dx dt = j’ (zJ2 dx I+. T --01 -a 
Therefore, every term on the right of (37) is non-negative and we conclude 
from (37) and (38) that 
ja (xJ2 dx It-7 < j’ j’ F2 dx dt < IIFlli,, 
--01 7 --a 
which is (35). 
Setting 7 = 0 in (37), we obtain (34). 
Note that the coefficient Q(X, t) does not figure in the estimate (35). 
It remains to prove (36). If x E [LX - /I, LX], then by (34), 
< (a - x)lj2 [j; (zz)8 df” < ,N2 11 F Ijsa, 
and the truth of (36) is obvious. 
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The proof of (36) for x E [-01, --0~ + /3] is similar. It remains to consider 
the case 1 x 1 < 01 -/I. By (32), 
2 
Hence, using (34), we get 
jj I 
a+, 0 
%,6 at 
Consequently, there exists x’ E [X - p, x + /3] such that 
Therefore, by (39, 
/ x(x, 0) = / z(x, 0) - x(x’, 0) + j; w dt 1 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Remark 3 to Lemma 1, it will suffice to consider 
the case uo(x) > 0. Suppose that the function f (x, t) has derivatives ft , fz , 
fzz continuous in So,, and vanishes for both t = T and large I x I. Then it is 
clear that 
jjso T Wt + N4fml dx dt = -s,, ~o(4 f (x, 0) dx 
or 
jj 
%,T 
P4W2 f[y&]“; + [+]“ks! dxdt 
=- I m Uo(4f (x,0) dx. -m 
We now set 
A(x, t) = [*I”’ in So,, . 
(39) 
Since us(x) > 0, it follows that U(X, t) E cl(&) and so A(x, t) E P(S,,,) and 
A > 0. 
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Let F(x, t) be an arbitrary function in Cl(s,,,) r‘l L,(S,,,) and (Y > 1 an 
arbitrary number. We consider the first boundary-value problem 
Afm + A-% = F in Q, , 
f(X, T) = 0 for 1 x 1 < 01, (40) 
f(a, t) =f(-a, t) = 0 for 0 < t < T. 
Problem (40) has the solution and the derivatives appearing in the equation 
exist and are continuous (see [4]). D enote this solution by f(~, t; a). The 
functionf(x, t; a) clearly satisfies all the assumptions of Lemma 4, and hence 
estimates (34)-(36) are valid for it. Now set 
f(x, t; 4 = f(X, t; 4 71&) 
where Q(X) satisfies conditions (11) and (12). The function f(x, t; a) thus 
defined may be substituted into (39), to give 
Hence 
ss 
(z#/~F~~ dx dt = - 
I m U,(X) f(x, 0; 4 ~(4 dx Q, Q) 
- 2 jL, d(4fn~’ dx dt - jj Wh: dx dt. (41) 
Q. 
Denote the integrals on the right of (41) by Ii(o~), Ia(o~), and Is(o), respectively. 
By Lemma 4 and inequalities (1 l), we have 
I I,(41 < 24(M) llfz IIn, II ~a’ Ilo, < WW m2 II F II4 
x 11 f hY’2 IIR, < 2(2)1/2+(M) Tvoc--~~~ 11 F IIn, . (42) 
It now follows from (35) that 
[f(x, t; 41 = 1 j’fz dx 1 < (2W IlFlla, vx E (-a, I%) 
ax 
and so 
I M4l < dWKW2 II F Ilsa, jjaa I 7: I dx dt 
< +(M)(2n)1/2 (1 F (j,~~ar-~2~uT = 2(2)“” a-l’* &II) pT II F l/R a, (43) 
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Let E > 0 be arbitrarily small. Choose CY,-, = q(M, c) so large that 
2(2)‘wy(M)(v + p) q2 < E. 
Then it follows from (42) and (43) that for all Q > ara: 
Now consider Ii(cr). By (4) and (36), 
I A(4 = 1 1-1 u&>~(x, OS4 rla dx 1 < E my I fh 0; 41 
< -WW2 IIF IIs,,~ + (l/B) E IIF IIs,,~ zyj II A IIQ,,~ - 
Setting /3 = 1, we find that 
(45) 
U4 G E II F Ils,,,U + PT y<- #4 d1’21. (46) 
Finally, we conclude from (41), (44), and (46) that for any 01 >, c+,: 
I!! (uW2Fv, dx dt %,T 
< V) IIF IIs~,~ 
where 
t(M) = l + E{l + [~TF<~+(u) u-l]lj2j. 
Since this inequality is valid for any Q > ar, and any F(x, t) E cl( S,,,) n L,( &,T), 
it follows that 
I@$)“” Ils,,T < f(M) < co. (47) 
We now prove that inequality (5) is in fact valid with a constant c inde- 
pendent of M. To this end, we first sharpen our estimate for I,(a). 
It follows from the obvious inequality 
that 
II A IIQ,,~ = I! (+)1’2ijQ < II(‘#(U)U)“2 lln,,B + l1(K)1’2 llns+g 
5. 
B 
(48) 
< II($(“)u)“2 II&J + (2K@71’2’ (49) 
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By (45) and (49), 
lh(4 G II%,,, [ WY’2 + $ll(fW” Iiso,T + f (243W2]. (50) 
Now, using (44) and (50), we infer from (41) that for (Y > c+, and /3 < 01: 
whence 
+ E(/3)1’2 + E (F,“” + E Vfl > 0. 
Therefore for j3 3 2E: 
llb~Y2 lIso,T < c = 2[c + E(J?)~‘~ + (IcET)~‘~], 
which is (5). This completes the proof. 
As a corollary to Theorem 1 and Lemmas 2 and 3, we have 
THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the generalized solution 
u(x, t) of problem (l), (2) satisfies estimates (22)-(24) with constants c2 , c3 , and 
c, dependiqg on r, E, and K. 
Indeed, it follows from (5) that for any Q- > 0 there exists TV < 7/2 such 
that 
s 
Co u+(u) dx /tql < 247. -cc 
It now remains only to apply Lemmas 2 and 3 for the half-plane t > 71 . 
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